
EU 4C LIM ATE P ROG RAM M E - ARM ENIA

P repared by 



C ore TA (mass media representatives and j ournalists)

Wider TA (civil society active in climate change

issues, youth and people between 18-45+  years old)



66%  of

C ore TA

50%  of Wider TA 

impressions of

approx imately 532,000.

5

ely 532

79%  of C ore Target Audience 

73%  of Wider Target Audience

Impressions of 1,189,455 

reach of:

 

615 new followers



Key Metrics
Success
Snapshot 
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The charts show planned vs actual results 



Post Engagement 
(reactions, comments, shares)

 

 

Data tracking on Facebook

What brought more traffic to our social media? A careful examination of the target audience and effective
strategies ensured attracting more followers.
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6007

         
21,964

The users engagements were comprised of 87%

of likes, 1% comments and 12% of shares.
The numbers are quite positive taking into
account that users were engaged with the posts
by liking them.

CM Post Format shows the number of posts format

throughout the campaign period:

56% were photos, 21% video based, while 23%

comprised a link shared format.



170,000

509 times

Total post clicks

8,172

61,000 

128 times







Announcing the close launch of C OP 25 

Top P erforming P osts

C ountries will present their ND C s for climate action

We achieved the following 
results on  Instagram:



Top P erforming P osts

Armenia' s participation to C OP 25

“ C OP 25 - Time4Action: 
Armenia Accelerating

Implementation of 
P aris Agreement”

 round table discussion, organiz ed
within EU 4C limate EU -U ND P

regional programme
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Advertising on socials was our priority channel when planning

the digital campaign, since only through targeted ads it is

possible to reach the core TA. On Facebook and Instagram, we

had two separate static banner ad campaign with brand

awareness objective for the Core TA and Wider TA. We used

interest, behavioral, occupational, as well as demographic

targeting to reach up to 125,000 unique users of the Core TA.

Multiple ad formats like static banners, carousels, sliders, video

posts and story ads, etc. were used for the campaign to be more

appealing and have better ad recall.

 

Thanks to constant optimizations we even exceeded the

planned reach and impressions on Facebook for both Core TA

and Wider TA, by providing more than 942K paid impressions

and 636K paid reach.  Meanwhile the organic data is also

promising  with 246K organic impressions, and up to 190K

organic reach. 

Making Use of Paid Campaigns

Targeted Ads 
on Facebook and Instagram
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Targeted Ads 
on Facebook and Instagram



video "Time for Action is NOW". 

Reach  - 87,443
Views – 15,702
Engagement (reactions, comments, shares, clicks) - 695

Overall, across various digital platforms, "Time for Action is NOW" promotional video 
ensured the following results:

 Results achieved on Climate Change - Armenia
Facebook page



Publicity on UNDP Armenia Facebook page

Publicity on UN Armenia Facebook page



K e y  O b s e r v a t i o n s  

K e y  L e a r n i n g s



https://www.facebook.com/climatechange.armenia/
http://nature-ic.am/en/projects/EU4Climate/1031



